
Gardens 
by SINEU GRAFF

M    bile

Revolutionising the Planning
      of Urban Spaces



“Nature’s beating heart”
in urban spaces

Editorial
Mobile Gardens can be used to introduce large landsca-
ped areas or to alter the layout and use of an open space.

The Mobile Garden is ideal for mixed use spaces and can 
be removed and stored for specific events. Each module is 
fully removable, planting containers have lifting handles 
and can be taken away either for planting or storage and 
the seating units can be disassembled if required.

Mobile gardens can be created to complement the 
surrounding area and are available in a variety of timbers, 
finishes and paint colours.

The Mobile Garden is an innovative solution 
for introducing landscaping into spaces that 
cannot be planted using conventional 
methods.
Designed by Cecile Planchais, the Mobile Garden is a 
versatile, combination of modular units. Highly functional, 
each unit comprises a planting container that is surrounded 
by timber framed seating. These modular units are geometric 
shapes with straight or curved profiles and have been 
designed to be assembled together to create configura-
tions to suit any space.  Pascal Provot, Export Director

The Mobile Garden
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The Design
“Giving a strong image 

to the Mobile Garden concept...

The Mobile Garden allows you to create a warm, cosy 
setting in a public area where you can feel relaxed.  
It really is a new source of comfort and a corner of 
nature.

Timeless décor, a place of relaxation, an ambience to 
support an event or reintroducing “nature” to towns and 
cities – the Mobile Garden modules reflect movement and 
change. Mobile Gardens constitute a general revolution 
in the planning of urban spaces!

... I have worked on French style, garden geometry, 
focusing on both layout and composition. "I designed         
the Mobile Garden as a green carpet fitted over a 
cold or extensive surface where you can sit down, lie 
out or picnic on the grass"

The Mobile Garden has several functions. The furniture 
itself is a place for relaxation – not only is there 
somewhere to sit down but you can also enjoy extracts of 
nature. 

Cécile Planchais, Designer
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With the Rural Mobile Garden, Sineu Graff is 
recreating an original space where childhood 
memories are rekindled: wild grasses and bouquets 
of wild flowers are reminiscent of rural settings 
and authentic places reintroducing nature to towns 
and cities…

Sineu Graff recommends the smoked oak shade for 
your seating area – a raw, natural approach for a direct, 

focused lifestyle.
The facings used in the Mobile Garden can be customised to suit 

your taste. Choose from two materials: steel panels (RAL 8011 shade) 
or ceramic panels (available in corten or grey cement).

Suitable plant range: sown with meadow flowers or a range of plants to suit 
your tastes – cornflowers, poppies and daisies.

Corten 208V / Grey cement 201V

Facings: in ceramic In steel

RAL 8011Smoked oak

Seat

Simple & Authentic
Rural Style



Plant range

Sown with meadow flowers or a combination of plants to suit 
your own tastes (cornflowers, poppies and daisies).

A place where childhood memories, are rekindled – rolling in the grass, picking flowers, a bouquet so simple but 
which holds a world of truth and sincerity… Bring all of these emotions into an urban setting and relive the magic… 

Poppies Mulch Soil-based compostCornflowers

Mulching

We recommend mulch or soil-based compost.

The “Rural” Plant Range

Daisies



A typical layout
Rural Style



Slate grey 216 V / Textured granite grey 266 VL Grey EAL 7012Light oak

Seat

Specially designed to compliment locations steeped 
in history, the Historical Mobile Garden comple-
ments the setting perfectly.

Sineu Graff offers oak wood coloured seating. 
The resistance of the wood is evident from its ability to 

withstand the test of time, bestowing this item of furniture with 
solidity and elegance. 

Customise the facings to suit your taste. Choose from two materials: 
a steel panel (available in grey and sandy shades) or a ceramic panel 

(available in slate grey or textured granite grey).

Recreate history by growing a suitable range of plants: scented reflowe-
ring rose bushes in a medley of colours or just a single shade, standard or 
climbing rose bushes, ivy or boxwood in soil comprising fine bark mulch or 
pozzalana.

Facings: in ceramic In steel

Adaptation & Harmony...
Historical Style



Plant range

Scented reflowering rose bushes in a medley of colours or just 
a single shade. Choose from standard or climbing rose bushes. 
Use ivy or boxwood hedging for foliage.  

A French style garden expresse a desire to control nature to make it ordered and 
symmetrical. 
Today, this model is still the perfect example of a managed landscape.

Old rosesReflowering rose bushes MulchGroundcover roses

The “Historical” plant range

Mulching

We recommend Pozzalana.

Pozzalana



A typical layout
Historical Style



Contemporary spaces take in air and reflect 
sobriety in terms of layout, materials and colours.   
The focus is on materials as well as on discretion 
and a purist style.  A soothing ambience is genera-
ted, creating a corner of tranquillity in the heart of 
a town or city…

Sineu Graff suggests antique grey seating – a shade 
that reflects the mineral context emphasising the sobriety of 

the plants. The resistance of the wood is evident from its ability 
to withstand the test of time, bestowing this item of furniture with 

solidity and elegance.
Customise the facings to suit your taste. Choose from two materials: 

a steel panel (available in zinc grey) or a ceramic panel (available in cement 
grey or black).

Suitable plant range: bamboos and other grasses decorated with raised stones, 
pebbles or gravel in white-grey shades.

Grey cement 201V / Black 209V Galvanised steel

Contemporary Style
Purist & Minimalist 

Antique grey

Seat Facings: in ceramic In steel



MiscanthusBamboo Raised stones PebblesPennisetum (fountain grass) Gravel

Plant range

Think of your Zen garden as a natural landscape.  Imitate 
nature, using bamboos and ornamental grasses and conceal 
any signs of a gardener.  Create a magical location right in the 
heart of an urban setting and give yourself a chance to dream…

Mulching

We recommend raised stones, pebbles or gravel.

Originally, the Zen Garden was used quite simply as a place for meditation. Nowadays, these Zen Gardens 

are highly sought after and the sense of harmony they convey apparently creates an ideal setting for man to be at 
one with nature. 

The “Contemporary” Plant Range



A typical layout
Contemporary Style



The Event Mobile Garden from Sineu Graff creates 
an ideal setting where visitors can enjoy a timeless 
event or display. This type of garden combines plants 
with the event, promoting the emergence of a new 
urban space planning solution and offering limitless 
combinations depending on the theme.

Sineu Graff offers electric blue wooden seating. 
A colourful style with a strong personality to attract attention…

Customise the facings to suit your taste. Choose from two mate-
rials: a steel panel (available in sandy blue 5006) or a ceramic panel 

(available in beige flame or white).

Suitable plant range: limited only by your imagination. For instance, recreate 
the plants and ambiance of an art exhibition based on Van Gogh’s 
sunflowers... 

Beige flame 211RL / White 200V Sandy blue 5006Electric blue

Seat

Seating available in other colours.

Facings: in ceramic In steel

Event Style
Timeless, Ever-changing & Creative



For an Event style Mobile Garden, Sineu Graff recommends electric blue. 

A colourful style with a strong personality to catch the eye of passers-by.

The “Event” Plant Range

Plant range

The range of plants on offer is limited only by your imagina-
tion.  Imagine a subtle blend of vegetables and herbs to flavour 
Food and Drink Festivals.  Imagine a profusion of annual plants 
or a mosaic carpet of plants to celebrate an art exhibition.  
Imagine an event based on a water theme – your Mobile 
Garden can be transformed into a fountain or water course...

Mulching

We recommend mulch or gravel. 

Mosaic culturesDecorative pear trees Mulch GravelWater lilies



A typical layout
Event Style
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